Introduction
Research on the effects of enterprise zones in the United States has often failed to find evidence of beneficial effects on labor market outcomesincluding reducing poverty. Neumark and Simpson (2015) review a number of recent studies reaching this conclusion, including Freedman (2013) , Hanson (2009) , and Reynolds and Rohlin (2015) . Two exceptions are Busso et al. (2013) , who find very large impacts of federal Empowerment Zones (EMPZs) on job growth and employment, and Ham et al. (2011, hereafter HSIS) who estimate the effects of both state and federal enterprise zones (EZs), and conclude that both types of EZs (and two different types of federal EZs) significantly improved labor market outcomes. Summary estimates from a number of these studies are reported in Table 1 . 1 For example, HSIS estimate that state enterprise zones (ENTZs) reduced poverty by 6.1 percentage points (their Table 2 ), and federal EMPZs and Enterprise Communities (ENTCs) reduced poverty by 8.8 and 20.3 percentage points, respectively (their Tables 12 and 16 ). 2 The large effects reported by HSIS, for a broad set of outcomes and multiple types of EZs, prompted us to re-analyze the data and methods they used. One issue we uncovered, which we mention only briefly in this paper, is a serious error in the construction of tract-level poverty rates in their data. This error accounts for a large share of the estimated impact of state EZs in reducing poverty that HSIS find. The last row of Panel B of Table 1 reports corrected estimates, from Ham et al. (2018) . 3 The second issue, which is more substantive and has potentially important implications for the broad research literature on enterprise zones, is that the data on state and federal zones suggest strong selection of areas that experienced negative changes prior to ENTZ, EMPZ, or ENTC designation, the recovery from which could explain the large poverty-reduction and other beneficial effects that HSIS estimateespecially the large poverty reductions for the federal EMPZs and ENTCs. This issue is our focus. Given that the estimates in HSIS are based on a triple-difference strategy comparing 1990 to 2000 changes to 1980 to 1990 changes, between tracts designated as enterprise zones between 1990 and 2000 and those that were not designated, the 1980 to 1990 trends are critical, and differences in these trends between treatment and control tracts could seriously bias their estimates.
When we limit the control tracts used in HSIS's EMPZ or ENTC analysis to more-comparable areas that applied for and were rejected as zones, or became zones in the future, we find smaller estimates than those in HSISalthough the estimates still indicate that EMPZs, and to a lesser extent ENTCs, reduced poverty and had other beneficial effects. 4 These limited control tracts better match the pre-treatment trends in treated tracts compared to any of the alternative sets of control tracts that HSIS use. In our preferred specifications, however, we use a propensity score matching estimator to match on levels in both pre-treatment years (and hence also implicitly on changes between 1980 and 1990) in labor market indicators. This estimator selects controls with pre-treatment trends that are even more similar to treated tracts than the rejected and future zones. Our re-analysis accounting for differences in pre-trends results in estimated effects of enterprise zones in the United States that are much more consistent with most of the findings from past research. For example, if we focus on the poverty rate, then the triple-difference estimated effect of state EZs using contiguous tracts (the estimator selected by HSIS's approach) is a significant 2.0 percentage point decline in the poverty rate, versus an insignificant 0.6 percentage point increase using the matching estimator. For federal EMPZs, the triple-difference contiguous-tract estimate (again, the selected one) indicates a significant 8.2 percentage point decline in the poverty rate, versus an insignificant 1.4 percentage point decline using the matching estimator. And for federal ENTCs, the triple-difference estimate using all tracts (the selected estimator in this case) indicates a significant 11.9 percentage point decline in the poverty rate, versus an insignificant 1.6 percentage point decline using the matching estimator. The results differ about as sharply for the effects on the unemployment rate. The triple-difference estimates are negative and significant for all three programs; a 2.1 percentage point decline for state EZs, a 10.2 percentage point decline for federal EMPZs, and a 2.8 percentage point decline for federal ENTCs. In contrast, the matching estimator yields estimates of À1.1 percentage points for state EZs (significant), À2.6 percentage points for federal EMPZs (significant), and À0.3 percentage point for federal ENTCs (insignificant) .
Based on these estimates and those for other outcomes we study, there is at best some evidence of modest beneficial effects. Our research has implications for the broader literature on enterprise zones, implying that we should be wary of estimates that do not account for differences in prior trends between treated areas designated as enterprise zones, and control areas.
2. HSIS's data, methods, and error in measuring poverty 2.1. Data HSIS, in their original (2011) paper, use Census tract-level data from different sources. 5 Specifically, their data for 1980 come from the historical data archive at the Center for International Earth Science Information Network (CIESIN) at Columbia University. Their 1990 data are Keefe (2004) California Employment growth (annual): first six years after designation 3.1 percent, standard error 0.9; 7-13 years after designation À3.2 percent, standard error 1.2 Greenbaum and Engberg (2004) 
Methods
The key results in HSIS are based on a triple-difference (DDD) estimator. HSIS study zones created between 1990 and 2000. They compute the difference in outcomes between 1990 and 2000 for tracts where zones were created, which we denote ΔY cs1 T , where Y is the dependent variable of interest, the c subscript denotes Census tracts, the s subscript denotes states, the 1 subscript denotes that the difference is for the posttreatment period, and the T superscript denotes that this difference is computed for treated tracts. They subtract from this the pre-treatment differencebetween 1980 and 1990for the same tracts, ΔY cs0 T .
HSIS use three different control tracts: the nearest tract, the average over all contiguous tracts, and then simply all potential control tracts in the state that are also not designated as federal EMPZs or ENTCs. The estimation strategy diverges depending on which control tracts are used. For the nearest and contiguous tracts, there is a control "tract" matched to each treated tracta single tract in the case of the nearest tract controls, and an average tract in the case of the contiguous tract controls (averaging across the set of contiguous tracts); the nearest or contiguous tracts are in the same state as the treated tracts. In these two approaches, they construct a difference-in-difference for the control tract matched to each treated tract c, ΔY cs1 C À ΔY cs0 C . To estimate a common effect of state EZs using these two types of controls (and similarly when they estimate the effects of federal zones), they form the triple-difference (DDD) as the difference between the two double-differences, and estimate a simple regression of this DDD on an intercept (using random county effects), as in:
This DDD estimator identifies the effects of EZ designation from the change in the dependent variable in treated tracts from 1990 to 2000 minus the change from 1980 to 1990, relative to the same difference-indifference in control tracts.
The third approach, using all non-EZ tracts in the state as controls, is slightly different, but conceptually the same. Here, they simply form the double-difference for every tract and estimate a regression with an EZ dummy variable equal to one for the designated tracts. Letting EZ cs denote a dummy variable for tracts designated as zones between 1990 and 2000, the model is just:
This is still a DDD estimator, but now the number of observations is the number of tracts, rather than the number of designated EZs. 9 HSIS include state dummy variables in equation (2), which essentially treats Table 2 in HSIS, for each of the control groups they consider. (NENTZ denotes non-EZ tracts.) Columns labeled "NCDB data" attempt to replicate HSIS's estimates using the Neighborhood Change Database (NCDB). The sample in the "Treated" column is from those treated tracts identified in the HSIS data (in their file that matches treated tracts to nearest control tracts). Columns labeled "HSIS" are computed from their original (uncorrected) data. In a few instances, individual estimates reported in the paper differ from those we estimate using their original data; the published estimates are reported in square brackets. Each outcome mean is conditioned on not having missing observations for other years for that variable. For example, if there are data for 1990 employment, but there are some missing observations for 1980 employment, the estimate for 1990 will not include those tracts for which 1980 data were missing. Additionally, for the NCDB data, tracts are dropped if they have zero population in 1980 or 1990 (this explains many of the differences in the number of observations between HSIS data and the NCDB data). In other instances, the NCDB may have non-missing data for an outcome that is missing in the HSIS data. Standard errors are in parentheses. Asterisks represent the significance level of the estimates (for a null hypothesis that the differences equal zero): *** 1%, ** 5%, and * 10%. Daggers represent the significance level for the test of equality of the NCDB and HSIS estimates based on the maximum variance of the estimated difference calculated from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality: yyy 1%, yy 5%, and y 10%.
all treated and control tracts in a state as a matched pair. 10 Using all tracts in the state as controls would be expected to provide more precise estimates, although with the potential for more bias if these controls are less similar to the treated tracts than are nearby tracts. Under the assumption that the most restrictive set of control Census tracts (nearest neighbors) provides unbiased estimates, then a Hausman test (1978) can be used to determine whether the model using a broader set of control tracts can be presumed to also produce consistent estimates. If so, then the broader set of control tracts can be viewed as valid, but if not, the differences can be attributable to an invalid set of controls and the authors then retain the more restricted set of control tracts. 11
Impacts of their error
We illustrate the data error in HSIS and how it affects their results by comparing their estimates to replications using the Neighborhood Change Database (NCDB). A difficulty in constructing tract-level observations over time using decennial Census data is that many Census tract boundaries change over time, depending on population change. The NCDB provides consistent tract definitions over time. 12, 13 HSIS's data have a substantial error for 1990 poverty rates. 14 As explained above, their estimators are based on comparisons of 1990-2000 changes to 1980-1990 changes. Serious mismeasurement of the poverty rate in 1990 influences both changes and can lead to substantial bias in the estimatesand indeed it does, especially for the effects of state enterprise zones (ENTZs).
Panel 1 of Table 2 documents the key issuethat the original HSIS data exhibit pronounced spikes in the 1990 poverty rate. In the "Treated" column in Panel 1, the poverty rate in the NCDB across 1980, 1990, and 2000 is 16.78%, 17.79%, and 18.33%i.e., quite stablewhile in their data it is 16.41%, 25.67%, and 17.95%. The poverty estimates using the NCDB and HSIS's original data are very similar for 1980 and 2000, but not for 1990. Moreover, this spike is particularly pronounced in the tracts that were designated as state enterprise zones between 1990 and 2000, relative to the three alternative control groups shown in the remaining columns of the table. 15 The fact that the error differentially affected poverty estimates in treated and control tracts is important because if the spike had affected both treated and control tracts equally, the errors in 1990 poverty might be approximately differenced out and still produce unbiased triple-difference estimates.
Panel 2 of Table 2 shows that HSIS's data error affected their estimates of the effects of ENTZs on poverty rates. 16 For example, HSIS's triple-difference specification estimating the effects of ENTZs on poverty uses the nearest control tract (selected, in their paper, using a Hausman test), and yields an estimated effect of ENTZ designation of a 6.1 percentage point reduction in poverty, which is roughly four times larger than the 1.65 percentage point reduction using the NCDB. As we show in the other columns of the table, the triple-difference estimates using the HSIS and NCDB data are highly statistically significantly different, regardless of which control group is used. 17,18
Evidence of Ashenfelter dip in enterprise zones designation
The NCDB data in Table 2 indicate that in the tracts designated as state enterprise zones (ENTZs), there is some evidence of increases in poverty rates from 1980 to 1990. In contrast, among the potential control tracts, poverty fell from 1980 to 1990 in the nearest and contiguous control tracts, although it rose (albeit by less than in the treated tracts) when we look at all untreated tracts in the state, from 10.72% to 11.41%. These differences in the correct data are less dramatic than what appeared in the data with 1990 poverty measured incorrectly, but still point to the possibility of different pre-treatment trends in treated versus control tracts.
From this point, we switch to using exclusively the NCDB data. In Panels 1-4 of Table 3 we explore the issue of pre-treatment changes for treatment tracts, and the control tracts discussed thus far, for all five outcomes. This table covers state enterprise zones (ENTZs). Panel 1 shows that there were large increases from 1980 to 1990 in the unemployment rate, the poverty rate, average wage and salary income, and employment in the tracts designated as ENTZs between 1990 and 2000. In Panels 2-4, we show the difference between these 1980 to 1990 changes between the alternative control tracts and the treated tracts. The 10 Note that HSIS could have implemented the estimators with the nearest or the (average of) contiguous tracts as controls using equation (2). There would then be double the number of observations, and one could introduce a fixed effect for each pair of treated and matched control tracts. However, these fixed effects drop out of the triple-difference in equation (1). 11 Formally, the assumption is that the treatment and control tracts share the same quadratic and higher-order trends, and the same double-difference in any explanatory variables. HSIS use the random effects estimator in computing the Hausman tests to select the preferred estimator. In addition, when the estimator that is supposed to be more efficient (but is potentially more biased) has a larger standard error (which can happen in finite samples, even under the null hypothesis), they simply reject that estimator, since it has a greater risk of introducing bias. 12 See http://www.geolytics.com/pdf/NCDB-LF-Data-Users-Guide.pdf (viewed October 27, 2017) . As already noted, HSIS did not use the NCDB data, and matched tracts over time using other procedures. They provide some explanation in their on-line Appendix A. 13 The perception of researchers that the NCDB matches tracts well is reflected in the extensiveindeed, nearly exclusiveuse of the NCDB data in research that matches tracts over time to study enterprise zones, other local programs, and different questions entirely. See, e.g., Tsao (2006, 2007) and Meltzer (2012) on enterprise zones, and Cameron and McConnaha (2006) , Card et al. (2008) , Easterly (2009), and Logan and Zhang (2010) on a range of other topics. 14 This was originally documented extensively in Neumark and Young (2017) , where we also attempt to uncover the source of the error. But we show that the error is clear, as even the population counts for 1990 Census tracts are off by an order of magnitude. 15 Table 2 compares HSIS's data with NCDB data. We also find the same issue when we go back to the original data sources HSIS used and extract the data, and the same error has been confirmed, after we pointed it out, in HSIS (2018). changes in the treated tracts were often quite different. In Panels 2-4, we also indicate the statistical significance of the differences, between the treated and control tracts, in the changes from 1980 to 1990. For example, looking at the estimates for poverty in Panel 2, the difference of À1.444 reflects the fact that there was a decrease in poverty in the nearest control tracts from 1980 to 1990 of 0.36 percentage point, which is significantly less (at the 1% level) than the 1.09 percentage point increase in the treated tracts. Panels 2-4 show consistent differences between the treatment tracts and the different sets of potential control tracts for the unemployment rate, which increased significantly less in the nearest and contiguous control tracts than in the treated tracts, and declined slightly in the "all" control tracts. (We return to Panel 5 later.)
Tables 4 and 5 show that there is a similar, and in some cases more severe, issue with federal EZsboth EMPZs and ENTCs. For example, in Table 4 , the unemployment rate increased 6 percentage points in the EMPZ treated tracts from 1980 to 1990, but far less in any of the potential sets of control tracts in Panels 2-4 (and the differences are strongly statistically significant). And in Table 5 , the 1980 to 1990 increase in the unemployment rate and the poverty rate was significantly larger in the ENTC treated tracts than in any of HSIS's potential sets of control tracts.
For the other outcomes, the differences in the pre-treatment trends are also often different, although not always in the same direction. However, we have indicated in boldface in Tables 3-5 the control tracts that HSIS used based on their Hausman tests. Here, there is often a clear indication that they chose control tracts with less evidence of worsening outcomes (or stronger evidence of improving outcomes) from 1980 to 1990the pre-treatment periodthan in the treated tracts. In particular, their choice of control tracts with less evidence of worsening outcomes is apparent for the unemployment rate and the poverty rate for ENTZs, the unemployment rate, the poverty rate, average wage and salary income, and employment for EMPZs, and the unemployment rate, the poverty rate, the fraction of households with income, average wage and salary income, and employment (i.e., all five outcomes) for ENTCs. 19 The differential changes in outcomes in the pre-treatment period in the treated tractsfor unemployment and poverty, in the direction of worsening outcomes in the treated tractssuggest that the state and federal zones designated between 1990 and 2000 were selected based on particularly bad outcomes in 1990. In other words, there appears to be an "Ashenfelter dip" (Ashenfelter, 1978) with regard to EZ treatment, with EZ designation in the 1990s based in part on negative economic shocks between 1980 and 1990 that did not affect surrounding tractseven their closest neighborsas strongly. 20 These differences in pre-treatment changesor violations of the parallel-trends assumptionimply that DDD estimates of the effects of enterprise zones, using the kinds of estimators HSIS employ, may lead to biased estimates of program effects, and assuming there is regression to the mean from negative shocks, the bias would be towards finding beneficial effects of EZs.
The institutional setting of enterprise zone designation could well be responsible for the kind of negative selection/Ashenfelter dip we have documented. Typically, tracts (or other geographic areas in some states, like California) are proposed as enterprise zones, and the criteria for eligibility are associated with worse economic outcomes and the Notes: The data used for these estimates come from the Neighborhood Change Database (NCDB). t-statistics, in brackets, are from a two-sample mean comparison test comparing the 1980-1990 changes in the control tracts to the treated tracts, and the asterisks identify whether the changes are statistically different (*** 1%, ** 5%, and * 10%). Bolded estimates represent the control group that HSIS used in their paper, which they selected using Hausman tests (for poverty, we bold the estimates selected in Ham et al., 2018 , which uses their corrected data). The treated, nearest, contiguous, and all tracts are identified using HSIS's data. The propensity score matched controls are identified by matching treated EZ tracts to control tracts using ten covariates: 1980 levels and 1990 levels for all five outcomes. The propensity score matched control tracts are the same controls used to produce the estimates in Table 6 . The HSIS data for all state enterprise zone controls are used for the propensity score matching. For each dataset, we restrict the sample to tracts with non-missing information for all outcomes and non-zero population counts in 1980 and 1990 according to the NCDB. The sample sizes are sometimes a bit larger than in Table 2 because a small number of tracts were not included in the HSIS data we consider in Table 2 . One issue is that HSIS, when using nearest or contiguous control tracts, dropped a small number of treated tracts, likely because HSIS could not always define one of these types of control tracts for every treated tract. For the analysis here, we retain all treated tracts. 19 There is an interesting implication of this with regard to the Hausman tests HSIS use to select among the three alternative control groupsnearest tracts, contiguous tracts, and all non-treated tracts in the state. The idea behind their Hausman test is that, under the null, the nearest-tract estimator is consistent but potentially inefficient, while the other estimators are consistent and more efficient. But under the alternative, the contiguous-tract and all-tract estimators are inconsistent. Thus, they essentially see whether they can get to a larger set of control tracts by expanding the set of control tracts and doing Hausman tests. However, Tables 3-5 show that the nearest tracts often match badly on pretrends, which invalidates the Hausman tests. This is one reason we show results for all of the sets of control tracts that HSIS consider (with some reported in our on-line appendix tables referenced below). 20 We thank Stephen Ross for highlighting this interpretation of the evidence.
D. Neumark, T. Young Regional Science and Urban Economics 78 (2019) 103462 likelihood of generating improvements in these outcomes. For example, the California program, while not formulaic, designated EZs based on criteria that included multiple measures of economic distress, evidence of recent sharp local economic deterioration, or a promise of economic growth (see Neumark and Kolko, 2010) . Eligibility for the federal programs required poverty rates above 20 percent, 90 percent of zone tracts with poverty rates of at least 25 percent and 50 percent with poverty rates of at least 35 percent, and tract unemployment rates above 6.3 percent (Busso et al., 2013) . And, some of the other states had criteria related to lagging economic development, such as Connecticut . These same kinds of selection criteria also imply that it is important to match treated areas to controls with similar trends prior to Notes: See notes to Tables 3 and 4 . t-statistics, in brackets, are from a two-sample mean comparison test comparing the 1980-1990 level changes in the control tracts to the treated tracts, and the asterisks identify whether the changes are statistically different (*** 1%, ** 5%, and * 10%). The propensity score matched control tracts are the same controls used to produce the estimates in Table 8 . Notes: See notes to Table 3 . t-statistics, in brackets, are from a two-sample mean comparison test comparing the 1980-1990 level changes in the control tracts to the treated tracts, and the asterisks identify whether the changes are statistically different (*** 1%, ** 5%, and * 10%). In Panel 5, the rejected and future federal zone control tracts are the intersection of the control tracts identified in Busso et al. (2013) and the EMPZ controls identified in HSIS's data. The treated tracts in Panel 5 are those identified as treated EMPZs by HSIS. The propensity score matched control tracts are the same controls used to produce the estimates in Table 7 .
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Correcting for the Ashenfelter dip in EZ selection
The sharp pre-treatment changes in tracts designated as EZs is a reason to be skeptical of DDD estimates of the effects of state and federal EZs, suggesting that another estimation strategy may be needed to obtain reliable estimates.
HSIS solution to Ashenfelter dip: IV
Although they did not document its importance, HSIS were concerned with the same potential for negative shocks and regression to the mean, which they address using an instrumental variables (IV) estimator. 21 For each outcome and program, they instrument EZ in equation (2) using long lagsi.e., 1980 valuesof the other outcomes. (Recall that EZ is defined as one or zero for the double-differenced observations in equation (2), but designation occurs between 1990 and 2000.) 22 The exclusion restriction is that these IVs are orthogonal to the residual of equation (2), so, for example, in the model for the poverty rate, the assumption is that the unemployment rate, fraction of households with income, average income, and employment in 1980 are uncorrelated with the transitory shock to poverty (transitory, because the model includes fixed effects). This is not a very compelling assumption, given that the 1980 outcome enters the residual (since the dependent variable is the double-difference defined over 1980, 1990, and 2000) . Why, for example, would transitory shocks to any of these five outcomes not be correlated with transitory shocks to the others? 23 In their subsequent paper correcting their poverty data and estimates, HSIS do not present IV estimates using their corrected data because, as they write, "… we now expect that estimates based on IV estimation combined with triple difference estimation are likely to have quite poor finite sample properties" (HSIS, 2018).
Rejected and future federal zones as controls for federal EZ designation
For estimating the effects of federal zones (EMPZs and ENTCs), there is another set of potentially better controls, at least on a priori grounds. Busso et al. (2013) , in their paper assessing the effectiveness of Empowerment Zones (EMPZs), assign tracts as controls if they submitted applications in Round I of the process of applying for zones but were not granted EMPZ status (which often resulted in designation as an ENTC), or if they submitted applications in future rounds. The idea is that these control tracts are more likely to have shared common outcomes with tracts ultimately awarded EMPZ status, and hence are more likely to provide valid counterfactuals. 24 Furthermore, Busso et al. (2013) note that in the round of enterprise zone applications during which these federal zones were created, eight cities received Empowerment Zone designation (became EMPZs), while "49 rejected cities were awarded smaller enterprise communities … [became ENTCs] as consolation prizes" (p. 900, bracketed comment added). ENTCs did not have hiring tax credits; they only received $3 million in Social Services Block Grant (SSBG) funds and were eligible for tax-exempt bond financing. In sharp contrast, EMPZs received $100 million in SSBG funds instead of $3 million, and had 20% hiring credits for the first $15,000 in wages earned by each employee who lived and worked in the community, for up to 10 years (declining). The difference in benefits between EMPZs and ENTCs is so stark that Busso et al. include the rejected zones that became ENTCs in their controls. 25 Following the reasoning that rejected and future zone tracts share characteristics with treated tracts, we explore using the rejected and future zone tracts as controls. 26 We limit these control tracts to the intersection of the rejected and future zone tracts in Busso et al. (2013) and the tracts that HSIS use as controls, to ensure that our control tracts were not treated by any of the three EZ programs; hence, we exclude ENTCs as controls when we examine EMPZs. 27 Unlike for the HSIS triple-difference estimators, we do not restrict these controls to be in the same state as the treated zones, given that they are matched on a different feature (having been included in zones for which applications were made).
Examining the evidence on pre-trends for these alternative control tracts, Panel 5 of Table 4 indicates that in most cases these controls match the treated tracts much better on pre-treatment changes in outcomes (from 1980 to 1990), compared to the controls HSIS used. The one exception is for the unemployment rate. Similarly, the estimates for ENTCs, in Panel 5 of Table 5 , indicate that the rejected and future zone tracts generally have pre-trends more similar to the treated tracts than do the HSIS controls.
Propensity score matched controls
To better match the pre-treatment trends in outcomes between the treated and control tracts, we employ a data-driven approach to select control tracts, using propensity score methods. Using this approach, we match treatment and control tracts so as to minimize the differences in pre-treatment outcomes in terms of levels and changes. We implement 21 They argue that their IV approach "avoids bias in the estimated treatment effect arising from the treated Census tracts exhibiting a regression to the mean phenomenon" (p. 780). 22 In their IV approach, HSIS always use the framework in equation (2), creating a data set including both treated and untreated tracts, with an EZ dummy variable that equals one for the treated tracts. When they use the nearest or contiguous tracts as controls, they include dummy variables for matched treatment and control pairs, and when they use all tracts as controls they include state dummy variables. 23 Put differently, in thinking about the IV estimator for the employment equation, for example, it seems hard to rationalize why awarding an EZ to an area depends on the past unemployment rate but does not depend on the past level of employment; the same argument casts serious doubt on the exclusion restriction for IV estimation of their model for each of the five outcomes. 24 Hanson (2009) also uses rejected EMPZs as controls, albeit coupled with an IV strategy. 25 The use of ENTCs as controls is consistent with Oakley and Tsao (2006) 's description of ENTCs, which notes that "the primary benefit … was new tax-exempt bond financing to encourage business investment in distressed areas by offering lower interest rates than conventional financing" (p. 446). Hanson and Rohlin (2017) also suggest that ENTCs are natural control tracts for EMPZs. Ham et al. (2018) point out that both EMPZs and ENTCs had $2400 in Work Opportunity Tax Credits (WOTCs) for employed zone residents between ages 18-24. However, WOTCs were far from limited to enterprise zones; the WOTC was available to any employer (including those in tracts that HSIS coded as controls) who hired members of targeted groups, such as TANF recipients, previously unemployed veterans, and ex-felons. In fact, the WOTC benefits were such a minor consideration for the evaluation of EMPZs and ENTCS that they are not even mentioned as a program benefit in a 2006 report by the Government Accountability Office (U.S. GAO, 2006, p. 8) . Nonetheless, in correspondence with us regarding our earlier comment (Neumark and Young, 2017) , HSIS have argued that ENTCs could have an effect and therefore that ENTC designation should be considered a treatment. We thus consider the effects of ENTCs in what follows, and exclude them as controls. 26 We have no information on rejected or future state enterprise zones, and therefore can only use these controls for our federal analysis. 27 HSIS only assign tracts as controls if they are untreated by all three programs. To quote them: "Our data, based on 2000 Census tract definitions, consists of tracts that were designated as i) an ENTZ in the 1990s but not as an EMPZ or ENTC in either the mid 1990s or 1999, …and ii) tracts that were not designated as an ENTZ, EMPZ or ENTC through 2000 …" (Ham et al., 2011, p. 788) . D. Neumark, T. Young Regional Science and Urban Economics 78 (2019) 103462 this procedure separately for each of the three programs using the dataset containing the full set of potential control tracts for each program. 28 For each program, we match a single control tract to each treated tract by matching on the 1980 and 1990 levels for all five outcomes (i.e., we match on a total of 10 covariates); matching on levels in both years effectively matches on changes as well. 29 Our estimator is based on a comparison of the double-difference (the 1990 to 2000 change minus the 1980 to 1990 change) between each treated tract and its matched control tract, and hence we estimate the average treatment effect on the treated (ATT). 30 The issue of matching on pre-trends is motivated clearly by the data on treatment tracts and potential control tracts that HSIS use, but it is of course potentially relevant to other estimators that do not use differences relative to changes in a prior period. Interestingly, there is virtually no attention to pre-trends in the U.S. enterprise zone literature. O'Keefe (2004) , Greenbaum and Engberg (2004) , Elvery (2009) , and Busso et al. (2013) all match on levels at a single point in time (as do, e.g., Gobillon et al. (2012) in research on French enterprise zones). We have only found two studies, by Bondonio and Engberg (2000) and Gobillon and Magnac (2016) , that study effects of enterprise zones on employment growth matching on employment growth in prior periods, paralleling what we do here. 31 A standard procedure to verify the effectiveness of the propensity score matching procedure is to do what we have already done for the other potential control groupscomparing pre-treatment means between treated tracts and controls selected using matching, with the most relevant means in our case being pre-treatment changes in the outcomes.
Panel 5 of Table 3 shows that the propensity score matching procedure does a good job of matching 1980 to 1990 changes. For example, the change in unemployment from 1980 to 1990 in ENTZ tracts is 1.4 percentage points (Panel 1), compared with about 1.3 percentage points in the matched controls, resulting in the small and insignificant difference of À0.146 reported in the table. In contrast to the findings for the nearest, contiguous, and "all" control tracts, we never reject the equality of pretreatment parallel trends using propensity score matched controls in Panel 5 at the five-percent level (we do in one case at the 10-percent level). In contrast, the bolded entries in Table 3 indicate that the parallel trends assumption is rejected for the control groups HSIS use for all five outcomes.
We present the corresponding analysis for federal EMPZs in Panel 6 of Table 4 . As with ENTZs, the control tracts selected using propensity score generally match the pre-trends of the treated tracts much better. The differences are smaller than for the other potential controls (including the rejected and future zone tracts) and are never statistically significant. Again, in contrast, the bolded entries in Table 4 indicate that the parallel trends assumption is rejected for the control groups HSIS use for four of the five outcomes, the only exception being fraction of households with wage and salary income.
Finally, in Panel 6 of Table 5 , we present similar analyses for federal ENTCs. In this case, again, the control tracts selected using propensity score match the pre-trends of the treated tracts much better than the nearest, contiguous, or "all" tracts used by HSIS. The bolded entries indicate that for their analysis of ENTCs the parallel trends assumption is rejected for all five outcomes, whereas for our analysis using propensity score matching, the assumption is never rejected.
The evidence for matching on pre-trends indicates that for all three types of zones we will obtain more reliable results using the propensity score matching than the types of control tracts HSIS used. And for EMPZs and ENTCs, we might also expect more reliable results from using rejected and future zone tracts as controls compared to their controls, although the propensity score matching yields control tracts that better match the pre-trends in treated tracts (compare Panel 5 to Panel 6 in Tables 4 and 5).
New estimates of the effects of state and federal enterprise zones
Based on the preceding analysis, we present estimates for the effects of each of the three types of enterprise zones, on each of the outcomes. In the tables, we present estimates based on the preferred/selected control groups from HSIS, the rejected and future zone controls for estimating the effects of federal programs, and propensity score matching for all three types of zones. 32 In each case, we first present graphical evidence, and we then present the estimates. In the tables for the latter, we highlight the estimates for which the results in Tables 3-5 indicate that the parallel trends assumption is not rejected.
Effects of state enterprise zones (ENTZs)
We first turn to evidence on state enterprise zones (ENTZs). As a preliminary, Fig. 1 plots the average values for each outcome in 1980, 1990, and 2000 , for the treated zones and for the alternative controls. For ENTZs, these are the nearest tracts, the contiguous tracts, all tracts in the states, and (for this figure) , the matched tracts from the propensity score estimation. In all five panels, it is clear that the matched tracts mirror the pre-trends (and levels, although that is less important) quite well, whereas the alternative control tracts (i.e., HSIS's nearest, contiguous, and all) often do not. In some cases, the difference is notable, like for the nearest and contiguous control tracts for which the poverty rate declines from 1980 to 1990, rather than increasing. This visual evidence is consistent with the statistical evidence in Table 3 showing that the pretrends in the poverty rate were significantly different for these two sets of controls.
Looking at the 1990 to 2000 changes in Fig. 1 , it is quite clear that the estimated effect of ENTZs can depend on the controls. For example, looking at poverty, the comparison between the treated tracts and the matched controls provide no apparent evidence of a reduction in poverty, but some evidence of a decline in the unemployment rate, in contrast to comparisons between the treated tracts and the nearest or contiguous controls.
The actual model estimates are reported in Table 6 . To help map between the comparisons for which parallel trends hold and the estimates in this table, we have bolded the estimates for which, in Table 3 , we did not reject the parallel trends assumption. In this table (and Tables 7 and 8 that follow) we report the HSIS estimators chosen based on their Hausman tests. 33 A number of conclusions are clear. 28 We do not restrict potential control tracts to be in the same state as the treated tract, for the same reason as in our analysis using rejected and future zone tracts. 29 Matching on the 1980 to 1990 change and the level for one year would yield identical results. We reasoned that matching on levels and not only changes would provide better controls than just matching on changes. 30 Propensity score matching was performed using the "teffects psmatch" command in Stata 13. Controls used for matching were the 1980 levels and 1990 levels for the unemployment rate, poverty rate, average wage and salary income, fraction with wage and salary income, and count of employed persons. The propensity score is estimated using a probit model, and we selected the option "atet" to estimate the average treatment effect on the treated. 31 Bondonio and Engberg (2000) find a negative but insignificant effect of past growth on zone designation. The sign of their estimate is consistent with much of the evidence we report below. (This paper concludes that enterprise zones did not increase employment.) Gobillon and Magnac (2016) use factor models and synthetic control methods, both of which should address prior trends. They find some conflicting results, but for the most part less evidence of the positive employment effects suggested by differences-in-differences estimates. 32 On-line Appendix Tables A1-A3 present the triple-difference estimates for all of the potential control groups HSIS considered. 33 These are our replications of their estimates using the NCDB, which are very close to their (corrected, in the case of poverty) published estimates. D. Neumark, T. Young Regional Science and Urban Economics 78 (2019) 103462 Notes: The estimators are described in the text. Bolded estimates are those for which parallel trends are not rejected in Table 3 . PSM denotes propensity score matching. a Standard error for the difference is calculated using the standard errors from this table and the correlation between HSIS and the propensity score model estimates from bootstrapping samples 1000 times. Specifically, we would estimate the standard error of the difference as SE β ps Àβ HSIS ¼
However, because covð c β ps ; d β HSIS Þ is not directly estimable from joint estimation of the two models, we bootstrap the correlation between both estimators using 1000 iterations, running both models on the identical bootstrapped sample. That is, we estimate covð c β ps ; d β HSIS Þ ¼ corrð d β BS ps ; d β BS HSIS Þ Á c σ ps Á d σ HSIS , with the correlation computed from the bootstrapped estimates. In each bootstrapped sample, we run each estimator using the same treated tracts. Notes: See notes to Table 6 . Models using rejected/future zone tracts as controls do not include the fixed state effects, more consistent with a matching estimator; but estimates were very similar including the state fixed effects. a See Table 6 .
D. Neumark, T. Young Regional Science and Urban Economics 78 (2019) 103462 First, almost all of the matched estimates (four out of five) are based on specifications for which the parallel trends assumption is not rejected. In these estimates, there is evidence that state ENTZs reduced the unemployment rateby about 1.1 percentage points. There is no other clear evidence of beneficial effects; one specification indicates an increase of 0.6 percentage point in the poverty rate, while another specification points to decline in average income by about $627, but both estimates are statistically insignificant. There is, however, a negative and significant (at the 10-percent level) estimated effect on employment.
Second, the only estimate that HSIS produce that does not fail the parallel trends assumption is for employment using nearest control tracts (see on-line Appendix Table A1 ). In this case, there is evidence of a slight positive effect of ENTZs (an increase of about 10), but the estimate is statistically insignificant, and HSIS's Hausman selection method does not select this estimator.
Third, of the estimated effects selected by HSIS, three show statistically significant beneficial effects of ENTZsreducing the unemployment rate and the poverty rate, and raising average incomes. However, the parallel trends assumption is rejected for all three of these estimates. Thus, the Ashenfelter dip in selection into state enterprise zone designation appears to have led HSIS to overstate the benefits of state enterprise zones. 34 Referring back to Fig. 1 , the problem is particularly clear in Panel B, for poverty, where poverty is trending down prior to ENTZ designation in the nearest and contiguous tracts, but not in the matched control tracts.
Fourth, as shown in the last panel of Table 6 , the matched estimates are statistically significantly different from HSIS's estimates at the 10percent level (or less) for four out of the five outcomes. 35 In fact, for the three outcomes for which HSIS's estimator generates statistically significant beneficial effects, we strongly reject equality of the HSIS and matched estimates.
Effects of federal Empowerment Zones (EMPZs)
We next turn to evidence on federal Empowerment Zones (EMPZs). Fig. 2 shows that for some of the outcomes, especially the unemployment rate and the poverty rate, the propensity score matched tracts mirror the pre-trends far better than the other potential control tractsincluding the rejected and future zone tracts for the unemployment rate. 36 This is consistent with the numbers and tests reported in Table 4 . And, we can see why in some cases this will bias the estimated effect; for example, for poverty there is little or no improvement apparent from comparing the treated and matched control tracts, but the comparisons to the other potential control tracts suggest poverty declined as a result of EMPZs.
These differences are reflected in the estimates in Table 7 . For poverty rates, the estimate for the contiguous controls that HSIS use indicate a Notes: See notes to Table 6 . Models using rejected/future zone tracts as controls do not include the fixed state effects, more consistent with a matching estimator; but estimates were very similar including the state fixed effects. a See Table 6 . 34 Note also that the differences in estimates are sizable relative to their standard errors. For example, the propensity score matched estimate of the effect on the unemployment rate, in Panel 2, is sufficiently precise that the estimate using contiguous controls (used by HSIS) lies outside of its 95% confidence interval (À0.47 to À1.63). The same is true for their estimated statistically significant effects on poverty and on average wage and salary income. 35 See the notes to Table 6 for a discussion of how the standard error for the difference between the estimates is calculated. 36 Again, as an example of the problems with the estimates in HSIS, their selection procedure chose the all tracts control group for the unemployment rate, but Panel A of Fig. 2 shows that the pre-trend for these controls was in the opposite direction from that for the treated tracts.
D. Neumark, T. Young Regional Science and Urban Economics 78 (2019) 103462 Notes: See notes to Fig. 1 . The rejected and future federal zone control tracts are the intersection of the control tracts identified in Busso et al. (2013) and the EMPZ controls identified in the HSIS data.
very large reduction in poverty (an 8.2 percentage point decline). 37 The comparison to rejected and future zone tracts is still large but more modesta 4.4 percentage point decline. However, the propensity score matched estimate is about one-third as large as this estimate and is not statistically significant. Note that the erosion of statistical significance is principally due to different magnitudes of the estimated effects. The standard error of the matched propensity score estimate is about the same as for the estimate using the contiguous control tracts. The differences are also pronounced for the unemployment rate. The estimate using all control tracts (per HSIS) indicates a very large reduction in the unemployment rate (10.2 percentage points). 38 The comparison to rejected and future zone tracts is a bit smallera 6.5 percentage point decline. However, the propensity score matched estimate is much smalleronly 2.6 percentage points.
For the other three outcomes, the propensity score matched estimates reveal no significant effects, while the estimates using other control groups generally do. (See Table 7 , and on-line Appendix Table A2 for alternative control tracts.) For all outcomes except for the fraction of households with wage and salary income, we find strongly statistically significant differences between HSIS's preferred estimates and the propensity score matched estimates.
Again, comparing the bolded and non-bolded estimates in Table 7 indicates that the evidence of beneficial effects of EMPZs using the HSIS estimates is based on controls that fail the parallel trends assumption. This is true for all four of the beneficial effects estimated using their control groupsfor the unemployment rate, the poverty rate, average wage and salary income, and employment. However, for the fraction of households with wage and salary income and for employment, there are two cases where the control groups they considered (but did not select) satisfy the parallel trends assumption and yield positive effects of EMPZs (See on-line Appendix Table A2 .). Regardless, most of the evidence of beneficial effects of EMPZs that HSIS estimatedespecially the very large estimated effects on the unemployment rate and the poverty rateappear to be spurious. In contrast, there is some evidence of beneficial effects of EMPZs using rejected and future zone control tracts for outcomes for which the pre-trends are not significantly different from those in the treated EMPZ tracts.
Effects of federal Enterprise Eommunities (ENTCs)
Finally, we turn to the evidence on federal Enterprise Communities (ENTCs), for which one might suspect any evidence of strong beneficial effects is particularly likely to be spurious because ENTC incentives were weakas we noted, prompting Busso et al. (2013) to include them as controls. Fig. 3 shows that for all five outcomes the nearest, contiguous, and all tract controls do not track pre-trends in the treatment group well. This is particularly notable for the unemployment rate, the poverty rate, and the fraction of households with wage and salary income. In contrast, both the propensity score matched controls and the rejected and future zone tract controls track pre-trends quite well in all five casesalthough the matched controls generally do better.
This evidence on the parallel trends assumption is reflected in the bolding in Table 8 . For the control tracts chosen by HSIS, the parallel trends assumption is rejected (and hence the estimate is not bolded) in every case; 39 in contrast, for the matched controls it is never rejected.
These differences between treatment and control group pre-trends influence the estimates in striking fashion. In Table 8 , using the estimators HSIS select, the evidence points to strong and statistically significant beneficial effects of ENTCssuch as the 2.8 percentage point reduction in the unemployment rate and the 11.9 percentage point reduction in poverty. 40 However, recall that for all of these estimates the parallel trends assumption is rejected. In sharp contrast, none of the estimates using the matched controls yield statistically significant evidence of beneficial effects at the five-percent level, and the estimated effect on employment is negative and significant (at the 10-percent level). Only one of the three estimates based on rejected/future zones that satisfy the parallel trends assumption provides evidence of a beneficial effect (a reduction in poverty, significant at the 10-percent level). 41 Moreover, all of the propensity score matched estimates are statistically significantly different from the preferred HSIS estimates.
Summary
All told, we draw five conclusions from the estimates in Tables 6-8 (and Figs. 1-3) . First, our propensity score matched control tracts mirror the pre-trends in tracts enacted as enterprise zones rather wellsubstantially better than the nearest, contiguous, and "all tract" control groups that HSIS used, and also generally better than the rejected and future zone tracts. Second, for every type of enterprise zonestate enterprise zones (ENTZs), federal Empowerment Zones (EMPZs), and federal Enterprise Communities (ENTCs)the evidence of beneficial effects is much weaker when we focus on control tracts that track pre-trends in the treated tracts well. Third, a little evidence of beneficial effects of ENTZs survives our analysis, with the evidence pointing to a decline in the unemployment rate (by about one percentage point). Notably, we do not find any evidence that ENTZs reduce poverty when we use controls that better match the pre-trends of ENTZ treated tracts. Fourth, for EMPZs (but not ENTCs), the rejected/future tract controls match the pretrends for some outcomes and yield evidence of beneficial effects (but also yield evidence of beneficial effects for outcomes for which the parallel trends assumption fails). And finally, using propensity score matching on the pre-trends, the evidence of beneficial effects of federal EMPZs and ENTCs becomes quite weakwith the propensity score matched estimates providing no evidence of a beneficial effect on any outcome with the exception of evidence of an unemployment rate reduction in EMPZs of about 2.5 percentage points. 42
Summary and conclusions
Our analysis buttresses the conclusion of much (but not all) of the broader literature that generally fails to find beneficial effects of enterprise zones in the United States, especially for poverty and employment rates. This general conclusion is contradicted by recent research by Ham et al. (2011, HSIS) claiming that state and federal enterprise zones generated large labor market benefits, including poverty reductions. Aside from their evidence on the effects of state enterprise zones in reducing poverty being driven by a data error, their more general evidence of beneficial effects of both state and federal enterprise zones is largely driven by using control groups that often strongly violate the parallel trends assumption. Given that their estimates are based on a triple-difference strategy comparing 1990 to 2000 changes to 1980 to 1990 changes, between tracts designated as enterprise zones between 1990 and 2000 and those that were not designated, the 1980 to 1990 trends are critical.
We show that, in many cases, the pre-trends from 1980 to 1990 are not even in the same direction in the treated and control tracts. We also show 37 The estimates are similar using the nearest tracts or all tracts; see on-line Appendix Table A2 . 38 The conclusion is similar using the nearest or contiguous tracts; see on-line Appendix Table A2 . 39 As shown in on-line Appendix Table A3 , it is rejected for every estimatorusing nearest, contiguous, or all tracts as controls. 40 The same is true for the other control tracts; see on-line Appendix Table A3 . 41 Again, the different conclusions are due to different estimated magnitudes of the effects, not changes in precision of the estimates. 42 In on-line Appendix Tables A4-A6, we show that the propensity score estimates are robust to excluding nearby tracts as controls and dissimilar tracts as controls, to using inverse probability weighting, and to using two (instead of one) neighboring tracts as controls. that when we use control tracts matched via propensity score to 1980 and 1990 values (and hence 1980 to 1990 changes) , we are able to construct control tracts that much better track the pre-trends in treated tracts. Finally, using these more satisfactory control tracts, most of the evidence of beneficial effects of state and federal enterprise zones evaporates. We find some evidencebut it is not always consistentof declines in unemployment rates and poverty, but of much smaller magnitudes than HSIS found. And we would argue that if one wants to emphasize our significant findings of beneficial effects (ignoring other estimates using valid controls that find smaller and insignificant effects), the estimated magnitudes are much more plausible than those HSIS reporteda roughly one percentage point decline in the unemployment rate from state enterprise zones, and a 2.6 percentage point decline from federal EMPZs.
Our estimates are less directly comparable to the findings of Busso et al. (2013) , who also report substantial positive effects of federal Empowerment Zones. For the outcomes we study, our analysis of control tracts similar to those they used suggests that these control tracts are in some cases invalid for estimating the effects of these zones. 43 However, they are valid in some cases, and for all five outcomes, estimates based on rejected and future EMPZs point to positive effects. However, using the control tracts matching on pre-trends yields much less evidence of beneficial effects of EMPZs. We find weak or no evidence that Enterprise Communities improved labor market outcomes when we use rejected or future zone tracts as controls, and no evidence of beneficial effects using the matched controls. This is consistent with Empowerment Zones having much stronger incentives than Enterprise Communitiesif either program has a beneficial effect on local labor markets, we would expect it to be Empowerment Zones. However, we caution that our resultsthe outcomes studied, the data used, and the methodsare less comparable to the Busso et al. analysis.
All told, our re-analysis accounting for differences in pre-trendsor an "Ashenfelter dip" prior to the designation of Census tracts as enterprise zonesleads to evidence on the effects of enterprise zones in the United States that is much more consistent with most of the findings from past research. There is at best some evidence of beneficial effects on unemployment rates, but there is some countervailing (albeit weaker) evidence of negative effects on other labor market outcomes. More generally, our analysis implies that future evaluations of place-based policies need to consider evidence on prior changes in treated and control areas that may drive selection of which areas get treated.
